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Abstract: This article concerns with a stylistic analysis on a 
poem in terms of Systemic Functional Linguistics and Verbal 
Art Semiotics. The writing uses library research, qualitative 
data, documentary study, descriptive method, and intrinsic-
objective approach. The semantic analysis results in both 
automatized and foregrounded meanings. Then the 
automatized meaning produces lexical cohesion and in turn, it 
produces subject matter. Meanwhile, the foregrounded 
meaning produces the literary meaning and in turn, it creates 
theme. Finally, the analysis indicates that the subject matter is 
about the human characteristics, the literary meaning is about 
parental sadness and happiness, and the theme is about 
hereditary experience. 
Key words: automatized meaning, foregrounded meaning, 
subject matter, literary meaning, theme. 
INTRODUCTION 
Generally, there are several theories of stylistics: formal, 
functional, feminine, pragmatic, affective, cognitive, pedagogical 
and critical (Webber 1996). Particularly the functional stylistics 
includes Functionalism, Systemic Functionalism, Tagmemics, 
Prague School Functionalism and West Coast Functionalism 
(Matthiessen 1995). Based on Systemic Functional Linguistics, 
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Verbalization Symbolic Articulation Theme 
Consistenly Literary Meaning Theme Fo~grounded~eruring 
The Deep Level The Deeper Level The Deepest Level 
of Meaning of Meaning of Meaning 
The First The Second The Third 
Order Meaning Order Meanin~ Order Meaning 
Table 8: 
Meanings of Verbal Art Semiotics 
meaning which is also called the second order meaning and literary 
meaning. At the stratum of Theme, the deeper level of meaning 
creates the deepest level of meaning which is also called Theme and 
the third order meaning. In summary, there is a symbolic relation 
between lexicogrammar and Theme in verbal art. The meanings in the 
poem are outlined in Table 8. 
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